Response to National Preventive Health Strategy

Final response 19 April 2021

Questions 1 – 3: Personal and organisation details

Note – each question asks us to select from the following:

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- No opinion
- Disagree
- Strongly disagree

VISION

4. Do you agree with the vision of the Strategy? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) p8

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We strongly support early intervention, targeting risk factors and better information at all stages of life. This should encompass risk assessment and early detection of disease, so people can understand and be supported to manage their risk at all stages of life to prevent disease and improve outcomes.

We strongly support addressing the broader causes of poor health and wellbeing, including social determinants that require action from sectors beyond health.

AIMS

5. Do you agree with the aims and their associated targets for the Strategy? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) (p8)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We agree with the aims and strongly support the inclusion of targets for each aim in the strategy.

We recommend that the subsequent Blueprint for Action include more detail around achieving SMART targets – specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound.

Aim 1 – Australians have the best start in life

We support the explicit inclusion of ‘improving the prevention of risk factors for chronic conditions … in childhood to create strong foundations.’

Aim 2 – Australians live as long as possible in good health

We recognise the value of prevention and health promotion to keep people well longer. Risk assessment and early detection is especially important as people age to halt or slow disease progression, prevent avoidable complications, and enable treatment at an earlier stage of disease for better outcomes.

A focus on health checks for Australians aged 45+ years (similar to the target for Indigenous-specific general practitioner health checks in Aim 3) could strengthen Aim 2.

Aim 3 – Health equity for target populations

We support the focus on health equity and specific targets to address priority populations. We would support a target for increased years of healthy life for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander populations, alongside the target relating to Indigenous-specific general practitioner health checks.

There is an unacceptable life expectancy gap between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and other Australians. We recognise that chronic conditions contribute to 80 percent of the mortality gap
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. The Indigenous-specific general practitioner health checks provide an opportunity to assess risk factors, support people to understand and manage their risk of disease and detect silent conditions early for better outcomes.

The impact of chronic conditions also needs to be better addressed in the strategy to address the existing health inequities related to heart disease, diabetes, stroke, kidney disease and cancer for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, people from rural and remote areas, and people from lower socioeconomic areas.

**Aim 4 – Investment in prevention is increased**

We strongly support increased investment in prevention and we strongly support the target to increase investment to 5 percent of national health expenditure by 2030. This aligns with the Western Australian Government commitment, and we would support commitments from other States and Territories to align with this target. Regular milestone reporting on the progress from the existing investment towards the 5 percent target will be essential, along with transparency on how this increased investment is being allocated to the focus areas. Investment in programs and initiatives aimed at addressing the risk factors for preventable chronic diseases will be critical.

Evidence shows spending on prevention would save lives, improve population health, and create economic and health returns on investment.\(^1\) In Australia, there is a $14 return on investment for every dollar spent on public health interventions.\(^2\)

We note there are opportunities to create investment in prevention through regulatory approaches including a sugary drinks levy (estimated $400m per year in revenue)\(^3\) or a volumetric tax for all alcoholic drinks (estimated $2.7b per year in revenue).\(^4\) For example, the UK Government has committed to a sugary drinks levy and allocated revenue to tackle childhood obesity. While these regulatory approaches are identified in the text, the prevention strategy would be strengthened through including taxation measures as policy achievements by 2030 with the dual purpose of raising revenue for prevention and improving health.

**PRINCIPLES**

6. Do you agree with the principles? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) (p8)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We broadly support the principles with some specific comments below.

**Principle 1 - Multi-sector collaboration**

We welcome the emphasis on multi-sector engagement, which acknowledges responsibilities beyond the health sector. This is important to instil ownership, accountability, and action from other sectors. Health is a fundamental human right, and it should be integrated into all policies across sectors.

This principle should also reflect engagement across levels of government.

Australia’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the value of a collaborative approach and there is an opportunity to apply these lessons to preventive health more broadly.

**Principle 2 – Enabling the workforce**

The current health system is set up to prioritise treatment of existing conditions rather than promoting prevention, risk assessment and early detection. This principle should also recognise the levers required to enable the workforce, including funding, technology, and infrastructure to reorient the health system towards prevention.

**Principle 3 – Community engagement**

This principle could be strengthened by explicitly highlighting the importance of consumer engagement and the value of input informed by lived experience.

---


Principle 4 - Empowering and supporting Australians

Recommendation – Change to “Healthier environments that empower and support Australians”

We note that environmental factors have been diluted from the previous version, which included the environment as a key principle. The strategy should prioritise environments that support health and empower individuals, shifting the focus away from individual responsibility for health behaviours to a broader context that recognises the influence of environmental factors.

These environmental factors include an increased availability, affordability, and marketing of energy-dense foods, as well as a built environment that is designed to encourage more sedentary behaviour.

Principle 6 – The equity lens

We support the addition of the equity lens to ensure progress benefits those with the greatest need and does not exacerbate existing inequalities. The equity lens should be extended beyond access to healthcare to also focus on equitable access to environments that promote and support health, and equitable access to information, health promotion and prevention.

ENABLERS

7. Do you agree with the enablers? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) (pp32-42)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We broadly support the enablers with some specific comments below.

The role of regulation in prevention is not adequately addressed in the draft strategy, despite being recommended as an important enabler by the World Health Organization Best Buys5 and Australian modelling.6 The importance of regulation to counter industry influence is demonstrated in Australia’s success in tobacco control and we would support the inclusion of regulatory approaches to address commercial determinants of health and create healthier environments.

Enabler 1 – Leadership, governance and funding

We support this enabler and its positioning as a priority enabler. We strongly support the policy achievements, including sustainable funding through an ongoing, long-term prevention fund; a national, independent governance mechanism to guide preventive health priorities and funding; and a health lens applied to policy decisions with partnerships across sectors and levels of government.

These elements are key to enabling system-wide change and require resourcing, sustained funding, and evidence-based guidance to prioritise prevention.

Enabler 2 – Prevention in the health system

We strongly support this enabler and its positioning as a priority enabler.

We strongly support the explicit recognition of risk assessment and early detection as a core part of embedding prevention in the health system – including system enablers. These enablers are important for primary prevention, as well as assisting people with a chronic disease to manage their condition in the community, prevent complications and reduce avoidable hospitalisations.

Health professionals should be supported to assess and clearly communicate patients’ risk of disease. This includes development and promotion of risk assessment tools and strategies, adequate training for health professionals, and ensuring strong referral pathways to support behavioural risk management programs including weight management, nutrition, and physical activity services.

Voluntary patient enrolment and social prescribing could strengthen relationships between patients, health providers and community services to support behavioural changes and improve health outcomes.

Enabler 3 – Partnerships and community engagement

We support the strategy’s recognition of community and consumer engagement to ensure meaningful opportunities for people with lived experience to contribute to policy making and programs.

---

We also support the explicit recognition of vested interests by the food and alcohol industry in health policy and we recommend the Government develop guidelines to set clear expectations and boundaries around engagement with unhealthy industries. Commercial determinants of health are a contributing factor to chronic disease and the food and alcohol industries have a clear conflict of interest when participating in health policy development. We strongly support protecting public health policymaking from conflicts of interest, including through transparent engagement processes, conflict of interest registers and limiting unhealthy industry engagement in policymaking to implementation.

8. Do you agree with the policy achievements for the enablers? (1000 word limit) (pp32-42)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We broadly support the policy achievements for the enablers and have included comments in question 7.

FOCUS AREAS

9. Do you agree with the seven focus areas? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) (pp43-65)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We broadly support the existing focus areas, including priority actions to address leading causes of chronic disease – tobacco, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, alcohol, and mental ill health. We strongly support the focus area on cancer screening and prevention, which recognises the benefits of early detection to improve treatment options and outcomes and seeks to enhance the efficacy and evidence base for screening programs.

However, this section of the strategy needs to address the enormous burden of chronic disease beyond cancer. This includes major causes of death and disability, such as heart disease, diabetes, stroke, kidney disease, dementia, and lung conditions.

The strategy highlights secondary prevention as a form of prevention and demonstrates the benefits of secondary prevention in cancer screening, yet there is a gap for other chronic diseases and biomedical risk factors that can be effectively assessed, detected, and managed in primary care.

The Minister for Health made a public commitment to include cancer and chronic disease screening as a key element of the strategy. While the draft strategy includes cancer screening and prevention as a focus area, it omits risk assessment and early detection of other chronic conditions.

Recommendation - Include “Increasing chronic disease risk assessment and early detection” as a focus area to complement the existing section on cancer screening and prevention. This should highlight actions to assess and manage risk of heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes, and chronic kidney disease, including mass media awareness campaigns, enabling the health workforce to provide risk assessments and support people to manage risk, and building the evidence base through research, data, and evaluation.

Recommendation – Include high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and high blood glucose as modifiable and treatable risk factors. These risk factors are not addressed in the strategy, despite contributing to greater disease burden than other risk factors and having effective management options.

Chronic diseases are the leading cause of death and disability in Australia, yet much disease burden could be prevented.

Around 2.5 million Australians are living with high risk of cardiovascular disease and around 2 million Australians are living with pre-diabetes. There are also 1.5 million Australians who are unaware they are living with signs of kidney disease and around 500,000 people with silent undiagnosed type 2 diabetes.

Chronic kidney disease, diabetes and cardiovascular disease affect 29 percent of Australian adults and frequently occur together. One in three hospitalisations involve diabetes, cardiovascular disease and/or chronic kidney disease. People with diabetes are two to four times more likely to develop heart disease.

---

7 ABS. Australian Health Survey 2012
and heart disease is responsible for nearly one-third of all deaths in people with diabetes. Meanwhile, cardiovascular mortality is around 60 percent higher in people with chronic kidney disease compared to those without chronic kidney disease.

There is huge potential to reduce cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, and kidney disease across the population, minimising suffering, and healthcare costs. An estimated 80 percent of CVD events are preventable by intervening to reduce risk. Yet, only 24 percent of Australians at high risk of a first-time CVD event are receiving basic best-practice preventive therapies.

There is good evidence to support risk assessment, management of risk and early detection for CVD, kidney disease and type 2 diabetes – especially for people at high risk.

Absolute CVD risk assessment estimates the cumulative risk of multiple, and sometimes synergistic risk factors, to predict a heart attack or stroke event in the next 5 years. There are validated algorithms for identifying people at risk. The Framingham risk equation (currently recommended in Australia) uses information from multiple risk factors including age, sex, smoking, cholesterol, blood pressure and diabetes to provide an estimate of the likelihood of developing CVD over the next 5 years. The Framingham risk equation has been validated in multiple different populations, including Australia using the AusDiab study. Risk equations can be easily statistically updated over time to account for changes in CVD event rates and risk factor distributions.

Despite several policy advances in primary care, the clinical assessment and management of CVD remains sub-optimal. One in three Australians eligible for CVD risk assessment do not have up-to-date blood pressure and cholesterol measurements recorded.

Preventive treatments are cost-effective and safe. Lipid- and blood pressure-lowering therapies were listed as one of five cost-effective interventions for preventing chronic disease in the population in both the Australian Assessing Cost-Effectiveness in Prevention (ACE-Prevention) study and the World Health Organisation “Best Buy” interventions. Lipid- and blood pressure-lowering therapies are recommended for people at high risk of a CVD event. Evidence from large-scale randomised trials show that lipid- and blood pressure-lowering therapies lower the risk of CVD events and all-cause mortality.

Modelling shows that we could prevent 1,217 strokes in a year if the rate of uncontrolled hypertension in Australia was reduced from the current rate of 23 percent to the target rate of 17 percent. In addition, over five years there would be around 386 fewer deaths attributable to stroke and potential savings of around $1.3 billion over five years.

References:

Treating CVD can also help tackle other chronic diseases such as chronic kidney disease, diabetes, and dementia, which share many of the same risk factors.

**Systems to support follow-up and recall of patients can be implemented within existing primary care frameworks.** There is evidence that multifaceted prevention programs that pair absolute CVD risk assessment with patient education and appropriate follow-up are effective in reducing CVD events. For example, a Canadian program that involved absolute CVD risk assessment and patient education within pharmacies followed by recall by GPs resulted in a 9 percent reduction in hospital admissions for acute myocardial infarction, stroke and congestive heart failure over a one year period.23

Modelling from the UK suggests that even a small one percent reduction in CVD events or a 5 percent decrease in blood pressure and cholesterol across the population due to population-wide CVD prevention measures could save around £30 million per year (AUD $54 million/year) and improve overall health.24 Modelling to identify the best approaches to optimise CVD prevention specific for Australia are needed and could be identified as research priorities in the strategy. In the meantime, encouraging systematic CVD risk assessment, management and follow-up is possible within the current primary care environment.

**Early detection** of kidney disease and pre-diabetes is important to halt or slow progression and prevent avoidable complications. There are 4,400 diabetes-related amputations each year,25 300,000 Australians living with some degree of diabetic retinopathy26 and around 360,000 people with diabetes who are also living with kidney disease.27 Early detection is crucial to enable earlier treatment and better outcomes. The number of Australians living with type 2 diabetes has climbed from just over 430,000 in 200128 to nearly 1.2 million in 2020.29

**10. Do you agree with the targets for the focus areas? (1000 word limit) (pp43-65)**

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

While we broadly support the targets for the existing focus areas, the strategy would be strengthened through including targets on risk assessment and early detection for chronic conditions, including heart disease, type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney disease, and stroke.

**Recommendation - Include specific targets to increase risk assessment and early detection of chronic diseases.** Targets could identify the proportion of the eligible Australian population meeting the RACGP Red Book Guidelines for risk assessment and early detection of chronic conditions, through absolute CVD risk assessment, screening for pre-diabetes and kidney disease, and regular blood pressure and cholesterol checks. For example, all people at high risk of kidney disease should have a kidney health check every 1-2 years, comprising eGFR, urine albumin creatinine ratio, and blood pressure check.30

The Mitchell Institute report on absolute CVD risk assessment recommended that the Australian Government establish a target of 90 percent of people aged 45-74-years (from 35 years for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people) receiving an absolute CVD risk assessment within five years, in line with guidelines.31 This target was determined to be feasible, based on the New Zealand ‘More Heart and Diabetes Checks’ program, which delivered heart and diabetes checks for 90 percent of the target population in New Zealand.32

---

30 Chronic Kidney Disease Management in Primary Care (4th edition). Kidney Health Australia, Melbourne, 2020
There is currently no national, linked dataset available to track CVD risk screening in Australia. This makes it difficult to establish a baseline and set clinical practice targets. Lessons learnt from successful international primary CVD risk screening campaigns show that setting national (and localised) screening targets helps drive uptake of CVD assessments. This was one of the many enablers that supported uptake of CVD and diabetes risk screening in the New Zealand ‘More Heart and Diabetes Checks’ program.

11. Do you agree with the policy achievements for the focus areas? (1000 word limit) (pp43-65)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

While we broadly support the policy achievements for the existing focus areas, the strategy needs to include policy achievements to address the enormous burden of chronic disease.

The policy achievements identified in the cancer focus area are relevant and applicable to chronic disease – including mass media awareness campaigns, enabling the health workforce, and building the evidence base. All these areas are crucial and require government funding to build a systems approach to support chronic disease risk assessment, management of risk and early detection, and reduce the impact of preventable chronic diseases.

Recommendation - Include specific policy achievements to increase risk assessment, management of risk and early detection of chronic diseases by 2030, including:

- Mass media campaigns are used to increase community awareness, uptake of risk assessment and ongoing management of risk.
- Health care providers are supported and engaged to encourage and support people to assess and manage chronic disease risk.
- An increased focus on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, low socioeconomic, CALD, and rural and remote populations through targeted, localised and culturally appropriate engagement.
- Interventions focused on increasing chronic disease risk assessment and early detection are developed based on evidence built through research, data, and evaluation.
- Engagement strategies are informed by existing and new data to drive behavioural change and support chronic disease risk assessment and ongoing management of risk.
- The quality and analysis of national data is improved, leading to improved services and higher rates of risk assessment.
- The evidence base supporting new risk assessment (screening) programs is developed further, enabling safe and cost-effective approaches to be considered by the Government.
- Education and health promotion initiatives are delivered to raise awareness of the modifiable risk factors that lead to preventable chronic diseases.

There are existing risk assessment programs that could be scaled-up for greater impact. For example, the ‘My Health for Life program’ in Queensland is a Government-funded behaviour modification program for people at high-risk of developing a chronic disease.33 To date, 16,658 people have enrolled in the program, 10,620 participants have completed the program, and over 210,000 chronic disease risk assessments have been undertaken. At the completion of the program, 70 percent of participants had reduced their waist circumference, and 49 percent met Australian physical activity guidelines. Six months after completion of the program, 48 percent of participants had further decreased their waist circumference, and 83 percent of participants met Australian physical activity guidelines. The ability of the strategy to learn from, and build on, initiatives such as this, will be critical to its success.

Comments on other focus areas:

Focus area – Improving access to and the consumption of a healthy diet

We support the strategy’s dual focus on reducing the consumption of unhealthy foods and improving the consumption of healthy diets. We recognise the impact of unhealthy foods and drinks on increased risk of overweight and obesity, and chronic conditions.

This section could be strengthened by including additional policy achievements and regulatory approaches to improve the food environment and address commercial determinants of health. We recommend:

- The Health Star Rating system has been mandated to facilitate healthier food choices.
- Children’s exposure to unhealthy food and drink marketing is restricted through government regulation. Regulations should apply to all media and forms of marketing to which children are exposed.
- A 20 percent health levy on sugary drinks has been introduced. Sugary drinks increase risk of overweight and obesity and have also been linked to elevated risk of chronic kidney disease.  

Focus area – Increasing physical activity
We support the strategy’s dual focus on reducing sedentary behaviour and increasing physical activity. We welcome the focus on creating environments that encourage movement and enable people to be physically active. We recommend strengthening the policy achievement around mass media campaigns to include investment in evidence-based physical activity campaigns to support behaviour changes, with targeted approaches for high-risk populations.

Focus area – Reducing alcohol and other drug harm
We support this focus area and suggest this section could be strengthened by including regulatory approaches to pricing to reflect the societal cost of alcohol. Taxation reforms and regulation have been identified in the National Alcohol Strategy and should be included in the policy. We recommend including: Increasing the price of alcohol through volumetric taxation on all alcoholic products and introducing a minimum floor price for alcohol. A volumetric tax could raise an estimated $2.7 billion per year and establish an economic incentive to reduce alcohol consumption.

Focus area – Protecting mental health
We support this focus area and suggest this section could be strengthened by including policy achievements that support an integrated approach to physical and mental health, based on the interaction between chronic conditions and mental ill health. Eighty percent of people with mental illness also have a serious physical health condition, which is often not diagnosed or treated. Over 10,000 people with mental illness die prematurely from chronic diseases each year, and chronic diseases cause 10 times more premature deaths than suicide for people with mental illness. The link between physical and mental ill health goes both ways. Chronic disease can also increase risk of mental illness, such as anxiety or depression, and these conditions can have a significant social impact.

CONTINUING STRONG FOUNDATIONS

12. Do you agree with this section of the Strategy? Please explain your selection. (1000 word limit) (pp66-67)

Strongly Agree | Agree | No opinion | Disagree | Strongly Disagree

We support and highlight the crucial importance of the next steps to enable the strategy to achieve its desired outcome. The Blueprint for Action must be resourced and include the underlying detail to achieve targets and policy achievements in the strategy.

We note this is a 10-year strategy and should be visionary to achieve better health for Australians beyond the initial budget cycles. It is important for the strategy to be supported across political parties with sustained commitment to long-term funding to achieve its purpose.

It should also be clearer how the strategy will intersect with the primary care strategy, as there appears to be a disconnect between the development of these two strategies. A core enabler of the prevention strategy is embedding prevention in the health system – and this will need to connect with the primary

---

34 Clin J Am Soc Nephrol 14; 49–56, 2019  
36 ABS. National Health Survey: Mental health and co-existing physical health conditions, Australia, 2014-15. Canberra: ABS; 2016  
care strategy. Both the prevention and primary care strategies would be strengthened by demonstrating how the strategies will work together.

OTHER

13. Please provide any additional comments you have on the draft Strategy. (No word limit)

In summary, we strongly support the strategy and commend the government for its work in developing this strategy, in particular the target to invest 5 percent of the health budget in prevention and the associated funding and governance mechanisms. We are strongly supportive of sustained, increased investment in prevention for long-term health and wellbeing. We strongly encourage bipartisan support for this target, and similar commitments from state and territory governments.

We note that the strategy needs to be funded and the subsequent Blueprint for Action needs to be well-resourced and developed swiftly with more detail, supported by monitoring and evaluation to track progress towards targets and policy achievements over the next 10 years. We would welcome ongoing engagement as the Blueprint is developed.

As noted earlier, it should also be clear how the concurrent Primary Health Care 10 Year Plan will intersect with the prevention strategy to enable prevention to be embedded in the health system.

We broadly support the focus areas, including key risk factors and a commitment to increase cancer screening and prevention. We are, however, concerned that major actions to prevent chronic disease are overlooked in the strategy, particularly in the absence of detail, targets, and policy achievements for chronic disease beyond cancer in the focus areas.

Specific actions to prevent chronic disease and support timely diagnoses are particularly important following COVID-19, due to the expected ongoing effects for vascular diseases and the need for risk assessment and early detection to assess and manage long-term health after COVID-19. As a result of the pandemic, many Australians appear to have delayed vital cancer screenings, routine health checks and diagnostic tests. Importantly, this delay in preventive care could have a significant and lasting impact on our health system and community well beyond the end of COVID-19, hence the urgent need for investment and priority actions in prevention, risk assessment and management, and early detection of chronic disease.

This is particularly important as chronic diseases are largely preventable. The below statistics highlight the enormous impact on Australians:

- Chronic diseases affect millions of Australians.
- One in two Australians have a chronic disease. These conditions cause nearly 90 percent of death and disability in Australia and are responsible for 50 percent of all hospitalisations.\(^{39}\)
- Chronic diseases are costly to treat and account for around one-third of national health expenditure.\(^{40}\)
- Cardiovascular disease affects 4 million Australians, and a further 2.5 million Australians are at high risk of cardiovascular disease. One Australian dies from cardiovascular disease every 12 minutes, yet it is largely preventable.
- Eight out of 10 strokes could be prevented. One Australian has a stroke every 19 minutes. Regional Australians are 17 percent more likely to suffer a stroke than Australians living in cities.
- 1.5 million Australians are unaware they are living with signs of kidney disease.\(^{41}\) Up to 90 percent of kidney function can be lost before symptoms are apparent, meaning early detection is essential to prevent progression to kidney failure, which requires treatment with costly dialysis. Together, diabetes and high blood pressure cause more than half of all kidney failure cases.\(^{42}\)
- Over 2 million Australians have prediabetes, and an estimated 500,000 Australians have undiagnosed type 2 diabetes. Preventable complications include blindness and amputations.

\(^{40}\) AIHW 2014. Australia’s Health 2014.
\(^{41}\) Australian health survey: biomedical results for Chronic Diseases 2011-12, ABS, Canberra 2013.
• Diabetes cost the Australian economy around $14.6 billion per annum according to 2010 estimates and this is forecast to increase to $30 billion by 2025.
• One in three cancers could be prevented by addressing modifiable risk factors. An estimated 145,000 new cancer cases are diagnosed each year.
• Cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, type 2 diabetes and cancer share common risk factors and interact to increase overall risk.
• More than one-third of chronic disease burden could be prevented by addressing modifiable risk factors, including tobacco, overweight and obesity, unhealthy diets, physical inactivity, alcohol consumption, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and high blood glucose.

About ACDPA
The Australian Chronic Disease Prevention Alliance (ACDPA) is an alliance of Cancer Council Australia; Diabetes Australia; National Heart Foundation of Australia; Kidney Health Australia; and Stroke Foundation. Members work together to collectively advocate for prevention, integrated risk assessment, effective management of chronic disease risk, and early detection. www.acdpa.org.au